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1. Introduction 

When designing construction in rock foundation, measurement of natural state of stress in rock 
mass is an important problem. The state of stress of rock foundation is defined by gravitational 
and tectonic force fields. The gravitational force field can not be separated from the rock materials. 
At any point in an elastic homogeneous isotropic rock mass gravitational components of stress field 
are defined by the formulas: 

a2 = ~~ = 1H, 

o-~ = cr~ = ug = ug = A1H, 

where 

cr~, 0'~, 0'~ - vertical and horizontal stresses of the point A; 

H - depth of the point A; 

7 - volumetric weight of the overlaying rock layers of the point Ai 

A - coefficient of lateral pressure of rock mass at rest. 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

The tectonic force field is significantly more complex than gravitational force field. It is related 
to the complex and non-uniform distribution of the rates of tectonic movement and the rate of 
strain of the earth crust. There are some methods for measurement of tectonic state of stress 
in rock mass. In this paper author represent a method of back calculation with deformations of 
tunnel contour that are measured in tunneling process. 

2. Main idea of the method 

The tectonic component of stress field results from the continuous redistribution in spac~ of 
the tectonic movement and deformation rate of earth crust. It takes place in rock mass of tectonic 
zone and in igneous and metamorphic rock mass. When an underground opening is introduced in 
foundation, natural tectonic state of stress is redistributed .. The total stress around an opening ia 
resulted from induced stress called by man made activities and virgin stress or in-situ stress. It 
is changed in dependency on distance from the tunnel face to a point in question. In figure 1 we 
have two perpendicular circular tunnels P and Q. Tunnel P is directed to axis 0 X and tunnel Q
to axis OY. At section A-A (tunnel P) and at section C-C (tunnel Q) near the face of tunnel six 
points are fixed according to three directions 1, 2 and 3 (figure 1). Just, the relationship between 
stress and strain is termed a state of a plane stresses. When the tunnel face gets a position B-B 
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(tunnel P) and D-D (tunnel Q), the distances AB and CD are bigger than the diameter of tunnel. 
We have condition with plane deformation. H the values of deformation increment of fixed points 
are measured, natural tectonic state of stress can be calculated by the elastic theory . 

. 3. Basic equation and solution 

3.1. Analysis of stress - strain relationship 

In figure 1, let A-A of tunnel P and C-C of tunnel Q be the sections interested. 
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Fig.1. Illustration of tectonic state of stresses in rock mass rounding tunnel 

When A-A and C-C are next to face of tunnel major and minor stresses, after [ 1j, they can 
be calculated as follows: 

At section A-A: 

At section C-C: 

where 

uf1 
= k1ar + k2cr~ + koa~, 

af1 = k2uf + krug + koa~, 

af 1 , at 1 ~average major and minor norm~ stresses at section A~A, 

of 1 , a¥ 1 ~ average major and minor normal stresses at section C-C, 
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ui, u3 - projection of major and minor normal stress in the plane which is perpendicular to 
the direction of tunnel axis OX; 

aY, a~ - projection of major and minor normal stress in the plane which is perpendicular to 
the direction of tunnel axis OY; 

are: 

a; -normal stress in direction 0 X of tunnel P; 

a~ --normal stress in direction OY of tunnel Q; 

k1 - coefficient of pressure concentration in the horizontal direction 1; 

k2 - coefficient of pressure concentration in the vertical direction 3; 

k0 - coefficient of pressure concentration in the direction of tunnel axis. 

Coefficients of stress concentration can be determined by the data [1] that are shown in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2. Relationship between coefficient of the pressu_re concentration 

and the distance from the section to the tunnel face 

At section A-A the relationships between stress and strain according to direction 1, 2 and 3 

uA' 1 1 = 
2
E[{<rf1 +<rJ' 1}(1-1')+{1+1')cos2a{<rf1 -<r3' 1

)], 

UAl 1 
~ = 

2
E [{<rf 1 + ,.J'-')(1- I')+ {1 +I') cos 2{a + 45')(,.f 1

- ,.3' 1
)], {3.3) 

uA' 1 1 = 
2
E [(,.f' + <rJ'-'){1- I')+ (1+ I') cos 2{a + 90'}(<rf 1

- <r3' 1 
)] , 

where: 

Uf1, U.f 1 , Uf 1 - the radial displacements of tunnel contour according to direction 1, 2 and 3 
at section A-A near the face tunnel; 

D - diameter of tunnel cross section; 

E- Young's modulus; 

J.J. - Poisson's ratio. 
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The substitution of the terms at1 and at" 1 from equation (3.1) into equation (3.3) gives 

D Uf' = 
2

E ((uf + ~)(k, + kz)(1-!') + (1 + !')(k,- kz) cos 2a(uf - u;) +co-;], (3.4) 

D 
Ut' = 

2
E ((uf + u0)(k, +kz)(l-1') + (1+ !')(k1 - k2) cos 2(a + 45')(uf- u0) + cu;]. 

D . 
Ut' = 

2
E ((uf + uj)(k, + kz)(1-!') + (1+ !')(k,+ kz) cos 2(a + 90')(uf- u3) + cu;]. 

where C = (D/ E)ko(1-!')· 

Making the same calculation with section C-C according to direction 1, 2 and 3 we have the 
radial displacements at section C-C as follows: 

where: 

D uf' = 
2
E [(ur + ~)(k, + kz)(1- !') 

+ (1 + !')(k1 - k2 ) cos 25(u~- u~) + Cu~]. 
D uf' = 
2
E [(ur + ~)(k, + kz)(1- !') 

+ (1+ !')(k1 - k2 ) cos 2(5 + 45')( ur - uK) + Cu~]. 
D uf' = 2E [(ur + ~)(k, + kz)(1 -I') 

+ (1+ !')(k1 + k2 ) cos 2(5 + 90')( ur - uK) + Cu~]. 

(3.5) 

Uf1 , Uf1 , Uf1 - the radial displacements of tunnel contour according to direction 1, 2 and 3 
at position C-C near the face of tunnel; 

When the faces of tunnel have been advanced sections A-A and C-C about one time the 
tunnel diameter beyond section A-A and C-C, stress-strain relationship at section A-A and C-C 
are termed a state of plane deformation. The deformations of tunnel contour according to direction 
1, 2 and 3 are calculated by: 

at section A-A: 

(3.6) 

at section C-C 

(3.7) 

where: 
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Uf 2 , Uf2, Uf2 - the radial displacements of the tunnel contour according to direction 1, 2 
and 3 at section A-A when AB > D; 

Uf2 , Uf2 , Uf2 - the radial displacements of the tunnel contour according to direction 1, 2 
and 3 at section C-C when CD> D. 

3.2. Analysis of in-situ stresses 

Substituting equation (3.6) into (3.4) gives 

Ui = 2~ { uf [2(1- p 2
) - (k1 + kz) (1- !')] + ,.~ [2(1- p 2

)- (k1 + kz)(1- p)] 

- uf cos 2a[4(1- p2
)- (k1- kz)(1 + !')] + o3' cos 2a[4(1- p2

)- (k1- kz)(l + p)] }, 

u; = 2~ { ui[2(1- p 2
) - (kl + kz)(1- !')] + "'s [2(1- p2

)- (k, + kz)(1- !')] (3.8) 

-ufsin2a[4(1-p2
)- (k,-kz)(1+!')] +u3sin2a[4(1-1'2)- (k,- kz)(l+!'J]}, 

u; = 2~ { ui[2(1- p2
) - (k, + kz)(1- !')] + u3(2(1- 1'2)- (k, + kz)(1- !')] 

+ufcos2a[4(1-p2
)- (k,-kz)(1+!')] +u3cos2a[4(1-1'2)- (k,-kz)(1+pJJ}, 

where: 

U• _ UA2 u,Al C-' 
1 - 1 - 1 - ""Y' 

u.~ _ U:A2 U:A1 c~~ 
2 - 2 - 2 - ""y' 

u.• _ uA• _ u.A' c-· 
3 - 3 3 - ""Y' 

A+ B = 2(1- !'2 ) - (k1 + k2 )(1- !'), 

A- B = 4(1- 1'2 ) - (k1 - k2 )(1 + !')· 

Calculating equations (3.10) gives 

A= 3(1- 1'2 ) - k, + !'kz, 

B=J"2 -1-kz +!'k1. 

Substitution of A and B from equation (3.11) into equation (3.8) gives 

Uf = 2~ (uf(A +B)+ uS( A+ B) - uf cos 2a(A- B)+ u3' cos 2a(A- B)j, 

U:f = 2~[uf(A +B)+ u3'(A +B)~ uf sin 2a(A- B)+ o3' sin 2a(A- B)], 

D 
U~ = 

2
E [uf(A +B)+ u~(A +B)+ uf cos 2a(A- B)-,.~ cos 2a(A- B)]. 

The solution of the equation (3.12) will be: 

, _ E [Uf+U; Ujf-Uf ..j 2 ] 

"'1 •3 -D 2(A+B)±2(A-B) 1 +tg 2
"'' 

2U' - (U' + U') tg2a = 2 1 3 
Ui -Uff 
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A similar calculation for section C~C gives the component of stresses ar, 3 and the angle 5: 

where: 

• _E[Uf+Uf Uf-UfV 2 ] 
"1,3- D 2(A +B)± 2(A- B) 1 + tg 25 , 

t 26 = 2U~ ~ (Uf + Uf) 
g ux- ux I 

1 3 

U•- uc2 uc1 C-" 1 - 1 - 1 - azl 

u• - uc2 - uc1 - c~ 2 - 2 2 :CI 

Uy- UA 2 - UA 1 _:_GuY 3 - 3 3 :c• 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

Equations (3.13) and (3.14) will be determined if a; and a~ are measured. In a different way, 
for calculating ol,3 and af,3 we have to determine increment of the displacement of tunnel contour 
that are shown in equation (3.9) and equation (3.15). 

From equations (3.13) and (3.14) we have tectonic components of stress field in two dimensions 
0 X and OY as follows: 

E 
a-Y =

X D 
E 

ax=-
" D 

(
U"+ux u•-ux) 1 3 3 1 

A+B - A-B ' 

(
ux + ux ux ux) 1 3_3-1 

A+B A-B 

(3.16) 

Substituting values of displacement of tunnel contour from equations (3.9) and (3.15) into the 
equation (3.16) gives 

X 2E up- Uf1 - 2ko(1- p,)(U{'2 - U{' 1 ) 
(7 =-

Y D [2k0 (1- p,)]2 + 1 ' 
2E UA 2 - UA 1 - 2k (1- n)(Uc2 - uc1 ) aY=- 1 3 o r 1 1 

x D [2ko(1- p,)2 ] + 1 

With the terms a; and a~ from (3.17), equations (3.9) and (3.15) give: 

and 

where 

Uf = ufz- Ufl- utz~ 

Ux- UA2 uA1 uAx 2_2_2_01 

u; = u:z- u:-1- utzl 

Uy _ UC2 UC1 _ UCy 
1-1-1 01 

Uy _ UC2 _ UC1 _ UCy 
2-2 2 01 

Uy _ UA2 UA1 UCy 
3_3_3_01 

uAx _ 
2
k (

1 
_ ) Uf2 

- Uf' - 2ko(1- p,)(U{'2 - U{'1) 
o- 0 I" [2k0 (1-p,)]2 +1 ' 

ucu = 
2
k (1 - ) U{'2 - U{'1 - 2ko(1- p,)(Uf2 - Uf1) 

0 0 p, [2ko(1- p,)j2 + 1 
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Orientation and value of major and minor normal stresses are shown in Fig. 3. 

From Fig. 3 we have 

4. Conclusion 

Fig. 9. Illustration of value and orientation of major 

and minor normal stresses in the tectonic force field 

(u")2 + (u")2 X 1 + tg25 ' 
1 1 1+tg2a 

tgf31 = 

1 + tg2 5 
1 + tg2 a ' 

0'3 = (u")2 + (u")2 X _,.1_:.+_c_o_;tg'-;2,.,." 
3 3 1 + cotg2 5 ' 

tgf3z = cotga-
(uf)2 cotg25(1 + cotg2a) 

(u;)2 {1 + cotg25) 

1 + cotg2 5 
1 + cotg2 a 

(3.21) 

{3.22) 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

There exists the tectonic state of stress in the tectonic zone and in the rock foundation of 
igneous and metamorphic origin. It will be distributed and redistributed due to the excavation 
of the underground construction. Therefore, measurement of in-situ stress is very essential. The 
method presented can be used in the tunn~ling process and should be considered for correction of 
the existing design. 
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xAc DINH TRANG THAI UNG SUAT TU NHIEN CUA 
NEN DA BANG PHUGNG PHAP TiN.H NGUOC 

TU BIEN D~NG CUA CHU TUYEN TUNNEL 

Tr~ng thai rrng su~t trong kh5i da quanh tunnel thay d<ii phv thu9c vao kholmg d.ch gifra 
gU"crng tunnel va. m~t c1t nghi€n cli-u. Khi m~t c£t & sat g1rang tunnel, tr~ng thcl.i tl-ng su3:t - bign 
d~ng dtrqc phan tich theo bai toan rrng su~t phkg. Khi m~t c1t d.ch xa gtrO'Ilg tunnel, tr¥g thai 
Ung suS:t - bie'n d~ng dtrgc xem xet trong b3.i to3.n bie'n d~ng phing. v~ d1J.ng d~c digm d6, trong 
bhl n3.y tic gilt. kH~n nghl cich x<ic dj.nh tr<}ng thii li-ng suS:t tl};' nhien trong n~n del. b&lg phll'ang 
phap tinh ngtrqc tlr chuy~n vj cda chu tuy<!n hai tunnel vuong g6c nhau. 
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